We build your ideas into an Awesome Experience!
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WHO WE ARE?
CodeAegis is a trusted Web and Mobile App Development
Company. With a smooth and straightforward approach, we help
businesses to get high-quality and feature-rich apps. From Mobile
App Development and Web Development to Blockchain
Development and Digital Marketing Solutions, our team of 70+
specialists can handle it all.
The transition from ideas to reality needs sheer grit and
determination. We bridges the gap between, with the help of our
competent strategists and developers.
We help businesses, start-ups as well as enterprises not with just a
mobile app but through a robust mobile strategy. With the help of
your innovative ideas and our technical acumen, we bring you the
scalable and high performing apps with constant support. We help
our clients penetrating the market and achieve the goals.

OUR SERVICES
WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
Without an engaging design, your website is nothing more than a
useless virtual space that does nothing good for your business.
We understand these aspects and giving you stunningly looking
websites is on our priority list. Together with the expert coding
skills, we are born to create your impression on online customers!

IT CONSULTING
We specializes in IT consulting that could help client’s brand to
boost its performance, reduce cost and much more. Being in the
IT industry for over a decade, we have helped businesses
perform better with our IT consulting.

DIGITAL MARKETING
Have you lost your online rankings due to the recent Google
algorithm changes? No worries, CodeAegis can help you
regain the rankings in a short time. There is no fun in staying
on the last pages of Google, give us a chance to put you ahead
of your competitors. With carefully planned Internet marketing
strategies, we will land you on the top pages of Google.

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
We design & develop apps that align with business
objectives. Our creativity helps us accomplishing great
results to deliver you the most powerful apps in your niche.
We add that superfluous features to your mobile apps that
will blow up your customer’s mind at the very first glance.

UI/UX
Get human-centric designs that forge strong customer
relationships & help your businesses thrive. We offer
wireframing, prototypes to test and UI/UX app design
services for both iOS and Android mobiles, wearables,
smart TVs, etc.

Blockchain
We are a reputed blockchain development firm with acute
knowledge and experience in developing and providing
customised solutions. Our highly skilled blockchain app
developers are working on multiple platforms, including Waves,
and thus gives you a plethora of choices and solutions.

Success is not the key to happiness.
Happiness is the key to success.
If you love what you are doing,
you will be successful.
—Albert Schweitzer

TEAM OF EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONALS!
Our team of skilled developers, designers and social media specialists have a strong passion
for what they do. We love seeing them, putting sweat to accomplish your business goals and so
would you after seeing the amazing results on your table. Wait no more in hiring our army of
professionals who can win the online battle with clean codes!

HPProTrain
Get to Learn with HP Promoters
The real-time training platform HP ProTrain is an
interactive app that puts the power of learning into PHP
promoters' hands and streamlines training materials into
the mobile so that people can enhance their knowledge
effortlessly.

Available on

EPIC CRICKET
Big League Game
The quintessential game of Cricket is about to
witness the most radical transformation ever since
the advent of modern ODI and T-20 Cricket formats
on mobile gaming platform with EPIC Cricket!

Available on

Happy Marts
Shop Groceries Within a Few Clicks Now
Happy Marts lets you stay away from the long queues,
traffic jams, and stress and get your groceries at your
doorsteps. You can order the regular stuff and groceries
from your trusted supermarkets and local shops and get
your order within 60 minutes.

Available on

Rajnitik Dangal
A lightweight entertainment game
Rajnitik Dangal is a tailor made gameplay that
infuses entertainment and thrill. Simply choose
a character of your choice and begin the fight.

Available on

Battle Cow
Cows, Farms and Action!
This game started as a fun Father/Son project. Eric (the
son) came home from school one day with drawings of
a “Battle Cow” and its friends – complete with a storyline/fantasy of how the Battle Cow farm had been taken
over by hostile enemy animals and the angry farmers.
The Battle Cow now fights for the rights of her friends.

Available on

Daily Bible Reading
Study to show yourself approved unto God
The Daily Bible Reading application is designed to
assist the reader to dive into the Word of God in bite
sized portions. Dividing the Bible into 365 portions
encourages the reader to develop a daily habit of
reading.

Recently Launched…

Symwe
Share your music with everyone
Symwe is the first music sharing platform. On
Symwe you can share your favorite music with
your dearest friends. let everyone know who
you are, which music you like and discover new
songs.
Recently Launched…

Quick Goods
One stop solution for all your daily needs

User can shop from a vast range of 10,000+ products
including farm-fresh fruits and vegetables, groceries,
food, medicines & much more at the best prices. It is
a free online daily needs shopping application where
user can gat contactless home delivery at just a click
of a button.

Coming soon…

Road so far

4+

35000+

50+

Years in the market

Hours of work delivered

Successfully launched projects

Only senior and mid level
engineers

24/7 access to project status

Agile methodologies

6 months code guarantee

In-house development

Scalable team

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Here those words of appreciation straight from our customers!
Patrick GOH

was looking for help of a reputed web development
company and then my friend introduced me to the
CodeAegis. They suggested me the application
features. I appreciate CodeAegis for providing me the
best services at a reasonable cost.
Happy Marts

We hired CodeAegis to develop an app for my company.
CodeAegis’s team is very knowledgeable with their concepts
and implementation.They are very friendly and reachable at
any time which makes work flow very easy.
HP ProTrain
It's been almost 2 years since we started working with CodeAegis and
the partnership has only grown. One thing that makes CodeAegis stand
out from others is their attitude towards work. They take total ownership
of the project and really deliberate well before doing any
implementation. This surely avoids to and fro and gives a great peace of
mind to us. They have grown their skill sets to a great extent by never
saying no to any advance feature.
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